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A BSTRACT
With the growing popularity of cloud storage, removing duplicated data across users is getting
more critical for service providers to reduce costs. Recently, Data resemblance detection is a novel
technology to detect redundancy among similarity. It extracts feature from each chunk content
and treat chunks with high similarity as candidates for removing redundancy. However, popular
resemblance methods such as "N-transform" and "Finesse" use only the chunk data for feature
extraction. A minor modification on the data chunk could seriously deteriorate its capability for
resemblance detection. In this paper, we proposes a novel chunk-context aware resemblance detection
algorithm, called CARD, to mitigate this issue. CARD introduces a BP-Neural network-based
chunk-context aware model, and uses N-sub-chunk shingles-based initial feature extraction strategy.
It effectively integrates each data chunk content’s internal structure with the context information for
feature extraction, the impact of small changes in data chunks is significantly reduced. To evaluate its
performance, we implement a CARD prototype and conduct extensive experiments using real-world
data sets. The results show that CARD can detect up to 75.03% more redundant data and accelerate
the resemblance detection operations by 5.6 to 17.8 times faster compared with the state-of-the-art
resemblance detection approaches.
Keywords Resemblance Detection · neural networks · Deduplication · Cloud Storage
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Introduction

With the development of network and storage technologies, cloud storage has been widely used in daily life, such as
Google Drive, Dropbox, and the Baidu Cloud Sharma et al. [2020]. Furthermore, people prefer to pay for their online
data through the cloud storage service because of its reliability and flexibility. However, there are various redundancies
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among cross users’ outsourced data, especially for the cloud storage scenario. These duplicate data seriously deteriorates
the storage utility and increases the user’s financial budget for cloud storage services. Thus, removing the duplicate data
among these large volumes improve the cloud storage utilization and saves user money.
Therefore, deduplication techniques were proposed by Chaudhuri et al. [2007], Meyer and Bolosky [2011], Tian et al.
[2018]. As the core part of deduplication techniques, the chunking algorithm Muthitacharoen et al. [2001] split the
original data into small chunks. Then, the duplicate chunk is detected based on the hash comparison. To achieve a high
deduplication ratio, the chunking algorithm is improved from the fixed-size to the content-defined chunking algorithm
such as the BSW CDC Muthitacharoen et al. [2001], TTTD Eshghi and Tang [2005], Elastic chunking Tian et al. [2017]
, and Fast CDC Xia et al. [2016]. Once a rolling hash value of a data slice divided by a predefined divisor value equals
zero, the data slice’s end position is a chunk boundary candidate. Only the candidate close to the maximum chunk
size can be selected as a chunk boundary. If there is no candidate, the chunk size is set as the maximum chunk size.
However, the chunk-level hash comparison in traditional chunking algorithms hardly detects the redundancy among
resemblance chunks, which contains lots of duplicate data.
To detect the duplicate data among resemblance chunks, researchers have proposed lots of resemblance detection
approaches Aronovich et al. [2009], Douglis and Iyengar [2003], Forman et al. [2005], Pucha et al. [2007], Xu et al.
[2017]. Once two chunks are similar, only the diff part is stored by utilizing the delta compression Kulkarni et al. [2004].
As for a popular resemblance detection method, N-transform Shilane et al. [2012a] extracts all the Rabin fingerprints
Rabin [1981] of a chunk. All the Rabin fingerprints values are linearly transformed N times into N-dimensional hash
sets. The top-N values, one from each of the N dimensions, are selected as features. But the feature extraction positions
in N-transform have probabilities located at the tail of the chunk or the chunk’s head, which significantly deteriorates
the accuracy of resemblance detection. Furthermore, the N-transform suffers from the feature calculations caused by
the linear transformation process.
To overcome the above problem, Finesse Zhang et al. [2019], the state-of-the-art resemblance detection work, calculate
the chunk features with a grouping strategy. Specifically, it divides the chunk into sub-chunks and extracts their
corresponding Rabin fingerprints into several contiguous sets of the same size. Then, these values construct the feature
by grouping together based on each set’s rank. The goal of Finesse is to achieve better performance than the N-transform
in resemblance detection. But, the feature extraction scheme in Finesse only depends on the content itself and is easily
impacted by modifications, which is detailed in Section3. Thus, Finesse’s resemblance detection accuracy is still lower
than the N-transform’s accuracy.
In summary, the exploration of resemblance detection is still at an elementary stage. In other words, the existing
feature extraction mechanisms in the resemblance detection depends on the hash values from the content itself.
Various modification patterns in the content change these hash values and deteriorate the feature extraction. Then, the
resemblance chunks are dissimilar based on their features, which is detailed in Section 3. Fortunately, we discover
that some chunks are co-occurred in the deduplication system. If two chunk’s surrounding chunks are detected as
resemblance chunks, these two chunks may also be similar with high probability. We call the contiguous sequence of n
chunks from a given chunk as the chunk-context. Based on this observation, combining the co-occurred surrounding
chunks information with the chunk’s internal structure can significantly improve the chunk representations and the
resemblance detection efficiency in deduplication.
Based on our observations, we first combine the chunk-context information with the chunk content to improve
resemblance detection effectiveness and efficiency. Inspired by the traditional natural language processing, we attempt
to embed the chunk-context information into the feature extraction processing and propose a chunk-context aware
resemblance detection scheme, called CARD. It calculates the chunk features in two steps, initial feature extraction and
chunk-context embedding. By introducing the N-sub-chunk shingles, CARD generates the initial feature, which reflects
the chunk content internal structure. Then, a BP-Neural network-based chunk-context aware model further embeds the
chunk-context information based on these initial features. By conducting extensive experiments, CARD achieves higher
accuracy and faster performance than the state-of-the-art resemblance detection schemes. The main contributions are
summarized as follows:
• First, we analyze the state-of-the-art resemblance detection work and present their limitations. The existing
feature extraction methods in resemblance detection suffer from various modification patterns, which deteriorates similar chunk detection accuracy. Moreover, traditional resemblance detection schemes ignore the
chunk-context, which plays a role in improves the effectiveness and efficiency of resemblance detection.
• Second, we design a chunk-context aware resemblance detection scheme, CARD, for deduplication delta
compression to embed the chunk-context and the content itself into the feature. By leveraging N-sub-chunk
shingles based initial feature extraction scheme and the BP-neural network based chunk-context aware model,
2
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CARD achieves a qualified chunk representation, which ensures a high resemblance detection accuracy under
various modification patterns.
• Contribution 3: Finally, we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate CARD. The experimental results
show that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art resemblance detection schemes. It can remove up to
75.03% more redundancy data and accelerate the resemblance detection by 5.6× ∼ 17.8× compared with the
state-of-the-art resemblance detection work, N-transform and Finesse.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work about resemblance detection in deduplication is
summarized in Section 2. In Section 3, we analyze the problems and limitations of the latest resemblance detection work
in deduplication. Then, we propose a solution for resemblance detection by embedding the chunk-context information
in Section 4. Finally, we present experimental results in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude the paper.

2

Related Work

With the prevalence of cloud and networks, cloud storage has been widely used. There is a lot of redundancy among
different users. Thus, data deduplication becomes a critical technology in data-intensive storage scenarios for eliminating
these duplicate data. Obviously, less redundancy among users efficiently saves money and improves cloud storage
usage. Many researchers are dedicated to the deduplication in the cloud. To simplify the description, we elaborate these
related work into two categories based on whether they support removing the redundancy among the similar chunks.
2.1

Traditional Deduplication

Traditional deduplication remove the duplicate copies by comparing hash value for each chunk Clements et al. [2009].
Many researchers focus on eliminating the duplicate data in primary and backup-level Lillibridge et al. [2013, 2009], Lu
et al. [2012], Fu et al. [2014]. Other systems use different approaches to improve the effectiveness of data deduplication,
such as integrating block-level deduplication with compression Upadhyay et al. [2012] and gloabal deduplication
method Oh et al. [2018]. Moreover, data deduplication has also attracted considerable attention for virtual machine
images Jin and Miller [2009], Srinivasan et al. [2012], Zhao et al. [2020]. However, there are lots of redundancy among
non-duplicate but highly similar chunks, which can not be eliminated by traditional deduplication.
2.2

Resemblance Detection in Deduplication

Therefore, some researchers utilize the delta compression, a data reduction technique, to maximize the compression
ratio Shilane et al. [2012b,a]. It takes the delta algorithm with delta format to record the difference between similar
chunks. Only the differences are recorded in delta files. Nevertheless, the delta compression induces extra computation,
and I/O overheads Zhu et al. [2008]. Moreover, delta compression can hardly answer which chunks should be treated as
the candidates for delta compression.
Therefore, resemblance detection is proposed to detect the similar chunks. Aronovich el at. Aronovich et al. [2009]
propose a novel type of similarity signatures serving in the deduplication system. It combines similarity matching
schemes with byte by byte comparison or hash based identity schemes. Xu el at. Xu et al. [2017] propose a similaritybased deduplication system for database management systems by using byte-level encoding to achieve greater savings.
There are also some other coarse-grained resemblance detection approaches Douglis and Iyengar [2003], Forman et al.
[2005], Shilane et al. [2012a]. These methods extract features from non-overlapped chunks and may suffer from high
false positives.
To overcome the above problem, the state-of-the-art work, such as N-transform Shilane et al. [2012a] and Finesse Zhang
et al. [2019], attempts to improve the resemblance detection accuracy and performance using the grouping features
mechanism. Both of these methods are chunk-level resemblance detection. In N-transform, it extracts the top k largest
Rabin fingerprint values of a chunk. Then a super-feature of this chunk can be calculated by several such features.
And Finesse extracts the largest Rabin fingerprint value in each subchunk and groups the Rabin fingerprint values
as the features based on these values’ ranking. However, we observe that two similar chunks also have the similar
chunk-context and vice versa. The existing resemblance detection designs only consider the chunk content itself while
ignoring the chunk-context’s positive effect.

3

Limitations of Previous Solutions

In this section, we discuss the limitations in existing resemblance detection schemes. Most researchers extract each
chunk’s features to detect similar chunks, as shown in Figure 1. The common feature extraction way is to select the top
3
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k largest Rabin fingerprint values in a chunk as the feature. Then, the similarity distance could be measured by the
resemblance detection. Only the different parts are stored according to the most similar chunks.
However, this naive resemblance detection method suffers a lot from modifications. To simplify the description, we take
an example to show its disadvantages. As shown in Figure 1, we assume that ChunkA is an original version chunk. The
ChunkB , ChunkC , and ChunkD are modification version based on ChunkA while the modification in ChunkB and
ChunkC do not impact the top 5 largest Rabin fingerprint values, ((r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 )). The modification in ChunkD is
to delete the last piece of data compared with ChunkA , which contains one of the top 5 largest Rabin fingerprint value,
r5 . Thus, the features of ChunkD is assumed as (r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r6 ). Based on this naive feature extraction, it is hard
to determine whether the ChunkB is more similar to ChunkA or ChunkC based on the features. And it also does
not know whether the ChunkD is similar to ChunkA or ChunkB since the randomized character in hash value may
impact the similarity distance among chunks. The situation is worse when the modification impacts the top k largest
Rabin fingerprint values.
To make the resemblance detection more robust, the state-of-the-art work, such as N-transform Shilane et al. [2012a]
and Finesse Zhang et al. [2019], attempts to improve the resemblance detection accuracy and performance using the
grouping features mechanism. Specifically, it extracts the top k largest Rabin fingerprint values of a chunk. Then a
super-feature of this chunk can be calculated by several such features. The differences between N-transform and Finesse
are that the Finesse extracts the largest Rabin fingerprint value in each subchunk and groups the Rabin fingerprint values
as the features based on these values’ ranking.
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Figure 1: The Naive Chunk Feature Extraction Method
As shown in Figure 2, the Finesse divides a chunk into several sub-chunks. Then, it calculates the maximum Rabin
fingerprint value in each sub-chunk. After sorting these values and dividing them into several parts, the largest Rabin
fingerprint values from each part are grouped as the first feature dimension value of the chunk. The second biggest
Rabin fingerprint values from each part are grouped as the second feature dimension value of the chunk, and so forth.
In Finesse, any two chunks having a feature value in common are considered highly similar and the first matched chunk
is selected as the base for delta encoding Kulkarni et al. [2004], which is known as "FirstFit."
However, the most serious limitation in existing resemblance detection is that it does not work well under different
chunk sizes. Various chunk size will result in chunks that are supposed to be similar to be considered dissimilar in
high probability. What’s worse, several small modifications may also result in the similar problem like naive feature
extraction. To simplify the description, we take the Finesse as an example to show the above limitations in resemblance
detection. As shown in Figure 2, subckXi is short for the i-th sub-chunk of ChunkX . Each chunk feature has three
dimensions. ChunkE is divided into k sub-chunks where k is a predefined fixed value. Each sub-chunk has a maximum
Rabin fingerprint value. Then, these values, from r1 to rk , are divided into sets, three values in each group, and
sorted according to their values. Finally, the feature of ChunkE is (D1ckE ,D2ckE ,D3ckE ) where D1ckE equals to
hash(r3 , r4 , · · · , rk−1 ), D2ckE equals to hash(r2 , r5 , · · · , rk−2 ), D3ckE equals to hash(r1 , r6 , · · · , rk ).
Moreover, ChunkF , ChunkG are the similar to ChunkE , which modify some head information based on ChunkE .
ChunkH deletes some ending part based on ChunkE . Based on Finesse, we can also get the features for each chunk,
which is shown in Figure 2. Even though the modification affects the maximum Rabin fingerprint value in the first
sub-chunks in ChunkF , the probability that ChunkF ’s features are different from the ChunkE features is 33.3%. The
reason is that the probability of r1 in ChunkE appearing randomly in any of the three positions is 33.3% based on
the principle of permutation and combination Wikipedia contributors [2020]. The situation is worse once two similar
chunks have different sizes, such as the ChunkH and ChunkE . The sub-chunk size in ChunkH and ChunkE is
different under the same chunk feature dimensions. Most of the features in ChunkG are different from the ChunkE
features, which are not treated as similar chunks.
4
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Figure 2: The Problems in Finesse under Various Modifications
In summary, the root cause of traditional resemblance detection limitations is that chunk feature only consider the chunk
content itself while ignoring chunk-context. It is easily affected by various modification patterns and does not work
well under different chunk sizes. However, we observe that two similar chunks may also have similar chunk-context
and vice versa. These chunks are always co-occurred in the deduplication system. The chunk-context information can
help the resemblance detection accuracy and decrease the modification impacts compared with traditional methods.
Thus, we focus on how to combine the chunk-context information with the chunk content to achieve high-accuracy and
high-performance resemblance detection in the cloud storage for deduplication.

4

CARD Design

In this section, we first describe the overview of our design. To consider the chunk content’s internal structure in
the chunk representation, we propose an n-sub-chunk shingles-based initial feature extraction scheme. A BP-neural
network-based chunk-context aware model is responsible for embedding the chunk-context information into the chunk
initial feature to improve resemblance detection accuracy in the deduplication scenario.
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bits stream
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=
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+

The most similar
chunk
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Figure 3: The CARD Workflow
4.1

Overview

Our primary goal is to embed the chunk-context information into the chunk representation and support the resemblance
detection with the unequal chunk size. We introduce a Back-Propagation neural (BP-neural) network to reach this
5
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goal, embedding the chunk-context information into the target chunk features to achieve this goal. Compared with
traditional feature extraction in resemblance detection, the chunk-context makes the chunk feature more robust under
various chunk-length and modification pattern conditions. As shown in Figure 3, we introduce our design workflow in
two processes: training and predicting.
In the training process, our method first splits each file into chunks based on a traditional content defined chunking
(CDC) algorithmMuthitacharoen et al. [2001], Eshghi and Tang [2005], Tian et al. [2017], Xia et al. [2016]. These
chunks are distinct size. Next, we divide each chunk into N sub-chunks of the same size. Then, the n-sub-chunk
shingles based initial feature extraction scheme, which is detailed in Subsection4.2, generates an initial feature for the
chunk from these N sub-chunks. Each feature has M dimensions. And the initial feature is only related to the chunk’s
content. We propose a BP-neural network-based chunk-context aware model to embed the chunk-context into the initial
feature further. The model is generated based on the training samples, including the pair of the target chunk and its
surrounding k chunk’s initial features. Finally, the model continually adjusts each neural connection’s weights based on
these training samples.
For example, as shown in the left part of Figure 3, the data bits stream in deduplication is split into variance
chunks by traditional CDC algorithm, such as FastCDC Xia et al. [2016]. We denote the i-th chunk as the target chunk, cki . Then, N-sub-chunk shingles based initial feature extraction scheme calculates each cki ’s initial features,
which is denoted as the vectori . Then, the surrounding k chunks of cki can be treated as the chunk-context of
cki . Similarly, we also get these surrounding chunks’ initial features, from vectori−k to the vectori+k . Next, the
(vectors of the cki0 s surrounding chunks, vectori ) pairs are treated as the training data. The surrounding
chunk vectors are the chunk-context aware model’s input, which is based on a kind of BP-neural network, while the
target chunk vectors are treated as labels. Next, we can get the model that transfers the vectori into the chunk-context0
aware feature, vectori after the model training cycle iteration. The detail of BP-neural network based chunk-context
aware model is described in Subsection 4.3.
The predicting process is shown in the right part of Figure 3. We also divide the coming bits stream into chunks. And
0
each ckj ’s initial feature is denoted as vectorj . Then, the chunk-context aware feature vectorj is achieved from the
0
−1
vectorj based on the trained model. Specifically, the vectorj equals to the 2K · UD×M
where the matrix U is a weight
matrix in the trained model. Furthermore, the cloud could find the most similar chunk based on these chunk-context
aware features. Next, utilizing the delta encoding technology Kulkarni et al. [2004] removes the redundancy between
these two similar chunks. Only the diff part is stored. It is noted that the model can also be distributed into the client-side
to transfer each chunk feature into the chunk-context aware features. And the cloud service provider can also generate
variance models for different data scenarios.
Our design’s essence is to embed the chunk-context information combined with the chunk’s internal structure into its
feature. Precisely, if the target chunk is similar to another chunk, the surrounding chunks of the target one may also
resemble chunks with a high probability. Conversely, if the surrounding chunks of a target chunk are similar to other
chunks, the target chunk may also be similar. Moreover, there is a similar internal structure among resemble chunks.
we leverage the chunk context for resemblance detection which is ignored by the existing schemes.
Besides, there are other benefits from embedding chunk-context into resemblance detection. First, the chunk feature is
not easily affected by the modification patterns. These kinds of features are not only related to chunk content but also
the chunk-context information. Second, this design supports the parallel computation for the model training, which
is detailed in Subsection 4.3. Third, the design can effectively avoid the dimension disaster. D is a fixed pre-defined
dimension parameter that could be adjusted based on real applications in our design.
4.2

N-Sub-chunk Shingles based Initial Feature Extraction Scheme

In this subsection, we describe the detail of the n-sub-chunk shingles based initial feature extraction scheme. This
scheme aims to generate the initial feature by only considering the chunk content itself for the further embedding
chunk-context feature. If two chunks are similar, there always has a common content sequence in each other chunks.
Thus, our scheme divides the chunk into many sub-chunks and extracts each sub-chunk’s local sensitive hash. The local
sensitive hash sequence in a chunk reflects the content structure, denoted as the initial chunk feature. It can avoid the
content structure information loss caused by the traditional feature extraction scheme.
The detail of n-sub-chunk shingles based initial feature extraction scheme is shown in Algorithm1. There are four input
parameters, where cki denotes the i-th chunk content, K denotes the number of the sub-words in the cki , M denotes
the dimension of the vector dimension of the cki , and the Hash_Sets denotes M hash functions. Firstly, our scheme
divides the chunk into K sub-chunks with a fixed size. Secondly, each sub-chunk’s local sensitive (LSH) hash value is
recorded in a hash array. These LSH hash values are treated as the basic unit in constructing the initial vector. Thirdly,
6
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S is a set of unique shingles, each of which is composed of contiguous sub-sequences of sub-chunk in cki . These
unique shingles embed the content structure by maintaining the sub-sequences of sub-chunk. Then, each unique shingle
is converted into a sub_vector with M hash functions in Hash_Sets. Finally, the initial vector of cki , vectori , is the
average of these sub_vectors.
Algorithm 1 N-sub-chunk shingles Based Initial Feature Extraction Scheme
Input: cki :chunk content; K:number of the sub-words; M :dimension of the vector; Hash_Sets: M hash functions
Output: M-dimension rough features, vectori
1: Split the cki into K sub-chunks
2: for j=0 to K do
3:
hash[j]←LSH(j-th sub-chunk)
4: end for
5: for r=1 to N do
6:
for j=0 to K do
7:
Set S ← a string concatenated by the hash[j] and its surrounding r hash values in order
8:
end for
9: end for
10: s_size = the element number of S
11: for g=0 to s_size do
12:
eg = g-th element in S
13:
sub_vector[g] ← (hf0 (eg ),hf1 (eg ),· · · , hfi (eg )), where hfi is the i-th hash function in Hash_Sets
14: end for
sub_vector[0]
sub_vector[s_size]
15: vectori =avg( ksub_vector[0]k ,· · · , ksub_vector[s_size]k )
16: return vectori
To represent the chunk content structure in the initial feature, we introduce the sub-chunk and obtain numeric subsequences of these sub-chunks. The cki ’s vector representation is associated with these sub-sequences. The essence
of the N-sub-chunk shingles-based initial feature extraction scheme is that the contiguous sub-sequence set keeps the
same sequence with the chunk content structure. To achieve each dimension value of an initial feature, we randomly
transform each shingle into various hash values and put them together in order. It effectively embeds the chunk content
information into a feature. To further improve the resemblance detection accuracy, we normalize each dimension
value. These initial features are the basement for further embedding the chunk-context information in the chunk-based
context-aware model, which is detailed in Subsection4.3.
4.3

BP-Neural Network-based Chunk-Context Aware Model

Although the N-sub-chunk shingles based initial feature extraction scheme keeps the chunk content structure into the
feature, these features lack chunk-context information. Based on the analysis in Section3, two similar chunks may
also have similar chunk-context and vice versa. The chunk-context information can improve the quality of the chunk
feature. Thus, we further propose a BP-neural network based chunk-context aware model. It embeds the chunk-context
information with the chunk content itself to support the resemblance detection in different sizes and make our scheme
more robust under various modification patterns.
As shown in Figure 4, we introduce the BP-Neural Network technology to embed the chunk-context information into the
initial feature, which is denoted as the BP-Neural Network-based chunk-context aware model. The initial features are
treated as the training data for the BP-Neural network. Then, it calculates a mapping relationship from the surrounding
co-occurring chunks, according to the target chunk cki of the first k and the last k chunks, based on the training dataset.
Specifically, the surrounding chunk initial features of cki are the inputs of the model. The cki ’s initial feature is treated
as the label of the model output. The hidden layer in the BP-Neural Network-based chunk-context aware model is a
vector,hi , with a D dimension.
2
X
1
hi = WM ×D · (
Kvectori ) ·
2K
i=1

(1)

1
(2)
· UD×M · hi
2K
The model is adjusted by the forward feedback and backward feedback mechanism in BP-Neural Network in the
training process. The loss function during the training process is the hierarchical softmax function Peng et al. [2017].
vertori =
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Figure 4: BP-Neural Network-based Chunk-Context Aware Model
Since there are large volume data in cloud deduplication scenario under distinct background, cloud service providers
can also generate specific training models for different background datasets. Furthermore, the optimization mapping
relationship from the surrounding co-occurred chunks to the target chunk is a chunk-context aware model including
two weight matrix, WM ×D and UD×M . The hi is a hidden layer vector which is calculated based on the Formula1.
Moreover, the hi is a vector of cki embedding the chunk-context and chunk internal structure information. And the
mapping relationship between chunk’s initial feature and the chunk-context feature is based on Formulation2. In the
0
predicting process, each new chunk’s initial vector, vectorj , maps to the context-aware chunk feature, vectorj , based
on the model as Formula3.
0

−1
vectori = 2K · UD×M
· vectori

(3)

It is noted that the model can be trained and predicted in parallel mode. Specifically, most operations in our model are
based on matrix multiplication and addition. Moreover, we defined the chunk-context as the surrounding co-occurring
2K chunks. It significantly avoids the calculation dependency in training, and the multiple CPUs implementation can
achieve an optimal convergence speed. What’s more, since the model training process can be completed offline, it
does not impact the user’s experience for cloud storage service. The model storage cost can be decreased by model
compression and acceleration, which is not the focus of this paper.

5
5.1

Experimental Evaluations
Methodology

Implementation and Experimental Setup We implement the CARD prototype in python. All the experiments are
conducted on a clustered platform. The cloud is simulated by three machines. Each machine is equipped with an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 @3.60Ghz 8 core CPU, 16GB RAM, a 500GB 5400rpm hard disk and is connected to a
100Mbps network. The OS was installed in Ubuntu 18.10 LTS 64-bit System.
DataSets To evaluate the effectiveness of our design, we choose three distinct real-world datasets. The first one is the
vmdk file trace, which was collected from initial full backups and subsequent incremental backups of 6 members of a
university research group and was reported by Zhou et al. [2015]. The second one is a SQL dump workload including
different periods backup and was reported by Beller et al. [2017]. The third one is the Linux Kernel, reported by
Tian et al. [2018]. It is noted that these three datasets containing version data for different periods. Distinct version
data includes many modification patterns in daily cloud storage usages. Thus, to justify whether the chunk-context
information makes the chunk feature robust than other state-of-the-art work, we conduct serials experiments based on
these three datasets.
Metrics and Configuration We evaluate the CARD’s resemblance detection in two metrics: Delta Compression Ratio
(DCR) and the overall time cost for resemblance detection in deduplication. The DCR metric is reported in Zhang
size bef ore delta compression
et al. [2019], which is measured by total
total size af ter delta compression . The DCR reflects the total space saved by
resemblance detection and delta compression. Besides, the overall time cost for resemblance detection is critical for the
cloud storage provider, closely related to the user experience for cloud storage service. We evaluate the performance of
8
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CARD compared with the state-of-the-art resemblance detection work, N-transform and FinesseZhang et al. [2019].
All the systems take the FastCDC Xia et al. [2016] as the chunking algorithm and the classic Xdelta as the delta
compression method Kulkarni et al. [2004]. We mainly measure the performance of multiple workloads in different
metrics.
5.2

Numerical Results and Discussions

To evaluate the effectiveness by embedding the chunk-context into features for resemblance detection, we first conduct
the experiments on N-transform, Finesse, and CARD with various average chunk size under different workloads.
It is because the average chunk size is a critical parameter in deduplication. We select the most commonly used
average chunk size as the variance from 16KB to 512KB. Then, we collect the DCR and the overall time cost for each
experiment under a fixed chunk-context feature dimension. It is noted that the chunk-context feature dimension is
related to the maximum storage size of cloud storage. To simulate the real cloud storage, we fixed the chunk-context
feature dimension in 50, which means the cloud storage could store 1PB data.
As shown in Figure 5, the Finesse has a lower DCR than the N-transform in this workload. When the average chunk
size is 16KB, the DCR in N-transform is 0.36 higher than that of Finesse. As the average chunk size increasing, the
DCR in Finesse and N-transform is growing slowly. For example, when the average chunk size equals 128KB, the DCR
of N-transform and Finesse is 3.02% and 3.03% higher than that of 16KB, respectively. The feature extraction method
easily suffers from the modification discussed in Section3, while the N-transform’s feature extraction is more robust
than the Finesse.
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Figure 5: The DCR in SQL Dump Workload
Fortunately, our method achieves a better DCR than N-transform and Finesse in the SQL dump workload, as shown in
Figure 5. Compared with the N-transform and Finesse, our method improves the DCR by 45.49% and 51.19% when
the average chunk size is 16KB, respectively. As the chunk average size is 128KB, the CARD is 62.02% and 75.03%
higher than the N-transform and Finesse in DCR. It does not contradict the view that the smaller the chunk size is, the
more redundancy can be removed in deduplication. There are lots of redundancy in the SQL dump workload. The
same content in a small average chunk size generates many delta files. In contrast, small delta files are generated in
a large average chunk size. The previous one costs more storage than the latter. Thus, although it provides qualified
chunk-context information in a small average chunk size, there still has a DCR improving space with the average
chunk size increasing. As the average chunk size is 512KB, Both CARD and N-transform’s DCR decrease because too
sizeable average chunk size deteriorates the similarity detection effectiveness. Nevertheless, our method is still 16.05%
higher than finesse’s DCR.
Besides, we also statistic the overall time cost for Finesse, N-transform, and CARD in the SQL dump workload,
as shown in Figure 6. When the average chunk size is 16KB, the CARD is 6× and 11× faster than the Finesse
and N-transform, respectively. As the average chunk size increasing, the overall time of N-transform and CARD
fluctuate slightly in a fixed range. N-transform’s primary time consumption is the Rabin fingerprint value and the linear
transformation calculations, which are independent of the average chunk size. Moreover, the chunk-context feature is
generated through the N-sub-chunk shingles based initial feature extraction and the chunk-context embedding process.
The previous initial feature extraction is related to the feature dimension, but not to the average chunk size. However,
Finesse’s feature sorting costs too much when the average chunk size is small, which dramatically raises the sorting
number as the chunk number increases. Nevertheless, the CARD is still 3.8× than Finesse when the average chunk size
is 512KB.
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Figure 6: The Overall Time Cost in SQL Dump Workload
Similarly, we conduct the same configuration in VMDK and Linux Kernal workloads. As shown in Figure 7, the DCR
of Finesse, N-transform, and CARD is decreasing slowly with the increasing average chunk size. Specifically, the DCR
of CARD, N-transform SF and Finesse, is reduced by 7.37%, 13.31%, and 8.54% from 16KB to 512KB average chunk
size, respectively. The reason is that the data modification pattern in VMDK tends to be random compared with the
SQL dump workload. The larger average chunk deteriorates the effectiveness of the features in all methods. Thus, it
does not occur the DCR increasing tendency when the average chunk size increases. Nevertheless, the DCR of CARD
is higher than the Finesse and N-transform with variance average chunk size.
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Figure 7: The DCR in VMDK Workload
In Linux Kernel workload, we also conduct the experiments by changing the average chunk size from 16KB to 512 KB,
although a large number of the file in this workload is less than 4KB except for some resource files. Our goal is to test
the effectiveness of various resemblance methods under this extreme situation. As shown in Figure 7, our method has
outperformed the Finesse. For example, the DCR of our method is 2.25× higher than that of Finesse when the average
chunk size is 512KB. However, the CARD and N-transform have similar DCR under these kinds of extreme conditions.
It is because most of the files in Linux Kernel become a single chunk without the chunk-context information under
these extreme conditions. Thus, CARD’s chunk-context feature will degenerate into a feature only related to the chunk
content internal structures.
Besides, we also compare the overall time cost under VMDK and Linux Kernel workloads. In the VMDK dataset, when
the average chunk size is 256KB, CARD is faster than Finesse and N-transform SF by 5.6× and 17.88×, respectively.
Nevertheless, when the average chunk size is 16KB, Finesse is slower than N-transform by 3.2×. Moreover, as the
average chunk size increases, Finesse is finally stabilizes and is 2.2× faster than N-transform. It is because each
file generates more chunks when the average chunk size is less than 32KB. Therefore, the sorting process in Finesse
dramatically increases. Thus, the sorting cost is much more than the time cost for extracting features. Once the average
chunk size is more than 32KB, the cost of extracting feature becomes the dominant time consumption.
As shown in Figure10, the overall time cost CARD is far less than that of Finesse and N-transform when the average
chunk size is changed from 16KB to 512 KB. Specifically, when the average chunk size is 16KB, the Finesse time
consumption is 32 times longer than our method’s overall time cost. Although the CARD has a similar DCR with
10
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Figure 8: The DCR in Linux Kernel Workload
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Figure 9: The Overall Time Cost in VMDK Workload
N-transform under these extreme conditions, most of the feature extraction in CARD are hash calculation without the
Rabin fingerprint value’s linear transform in N-transform or the Rabin fingerprint value’s sorting in Finesse. Thus, the
overall time cost under small average chunks size in Finesse and N-transform is much higher than the time consumption
under larger average chunks size.
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Figure 10: The Overall Time Cost in Linux Kernel Workload
Finally, we evaluate the CARD performance on distinct workloads with various feature dimension settings in fixed
average chunk size. As we discussed before, the feature dimension in 50 denotes that the cloud storage could store 1PB
data. To simulate the real cloud storage, we changed the feature dimension from 40 to 80. Once the feature dimension
is 80, it means the maximum volume of cloud storage is 210 ZB. In Table1, the overall time cost is gradually increasing
as the feature dimension expanding under distinct workloads. Moreover, the CARD DCR is slightly increasing when
the dimension is changed from 40 to 80. In Linux Kernel and VMDK workloads, the DCR of our method is almost
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Table 1: Overall Cost TImes and DCR of CARD with Distinct Deature Dimensions
Dataset

SQL dump

Linux Kernel

VMDK

Dimension
40
50
60
70
80
40
50
60
70
80
40
50
60
70
80

Time(s)
1514.86
1527.14
1693.37
1671.33
1715.07
3073.52
3128.84
3575.78
3970.23
4344.69
3681.18
3719.48
3726.99
3759.93
3824.97

DCR
7.73
7.74(+0.13%)
7.79(+0.78%)
7.77(+0.52%)
8.01(+3.62%)
3.29
3.28(−0.30%)
3.29(0.00%)
3.29(0.00%)
3.32(+0.91%)
3.69
3.69(0.00%)
3.69(0.00%)
3.69(0.00%)
3.69(0.00%)

keeps the same value when the dimension is changed from 40 to 80. It is because that some modification patterns in
VMDK and Linux Kernel are tend to be random which is no conductive to the chunk-context embedding, which is
a problem we will further solve in the future. Nevertheless, our method is still outperforms than the state-of-the-art
resemblance work, such as N-transform and Finesse, in distinct workloads.

6

Conclusions

The paper analyzes the state-of-the-art resemblance detection technology in deduplication and presents its limitations
in ignoring the chunk-context information. Based on our observation, if the chunk feature in resemblance detection
technology is only related to the chunk content itself, it easily suffers from the various modifications. Moreover, if the
two chunks surrounding chunks are resemblance, these two chunks might be similar with high probability and vice versa.
Inspired by the phenomenon, we propose a chunk-context aware resemblance detection, called CARD, to decrease
various modification impacts. In CARD, the N-sub-chunk shingles based initial feature extraction is proposed to extract
a preliminary feature by considering the chunk content internal structure. Furthermore, a BP-Neural network-based
chunk-context aware model is also proposed to embed the chunk-context information based on the preliminary features.
Finally, based on the conducted experimental results, CARD outperforms the state-of-the-art resemblance detection
solutions in deduplication, such as N-transform and Finesse. It can remove up to 75.03% more redundancy data and
accelerate the resemblance detection by 5.6× ∼17.8× compared with the state-of-the-art resemblance detection work,
N-transform and Finesse.
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